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We have had a great Term 3 and are operating at
full steam! Our membership grew to over 1400
regular weekly visitors across all our programmes
and we had a big increase in schools activity with
coaches travelling out to schools, schools visiting
the club and the schools zone championships
season (we hosted 3 events!).

After a few years of interruptions everyone has
enjoyed a few months of consistency and the
lifting of the Covid traffic light system has meant a
return to normal for all. This has enabled our
longsuffering coaches the option of coaching
without a mask was met with considerable relief!.
 
Our cleaning and ventilation protocols to keep our
members safe remain and a recent upgrade in
technology has given us the ability to be more
proactive in this space. A kind donation has seen
the installation of CO2 monitors in all our training
spaces.  At high levels of C02 there is an increased
risk of airborn viruses (like covid or the flu)
spreading between people and these monitors help
us stay within the recommended thresholds. There
are green, orange and red lights on the monitors
and as CO2 levels increase the lights change from
green to orange to red. When the light changes we
simply open the louvres, flick on the extractor fans
for 5 minutes and the levels drop really fast. All our
young kids have been super helpful in pointing out
the colour changes and to keep us all safe!

This past term saw our Commonwealth Games
athletes William Fu Allen, Misha Koudinov and Sam
and Ethan Dick compete for New Zealand.

One of the team had to isolate with covid before the
first day of competition which added some
unnecessary stress but the boys had some great
performances to celebrate with Sam finishing 5th in
Vt final and 8th in SR, and Ethan coming in 10th AA
and 4th on PH. So close to a podium!

At our nationals the WAG programme had it's first
participation tour trial in over 3 years and Grace
Wellington, Georgia Dale, Bobbi Brown and Poppi
Glasgow are now booked to compete in Hawaii at 
 the Aloha Festival in January 2023. Awesome work
girls. 

All our competitive codes had podium finishes at
nationals and it is exciting to see so many of our
athletes continue to push for excellence.

Our Squad and Novice Competition athletes had their
final event for the season in the first ever National
Club Challenge. Our athletes did an awesome job
with our Level 6 WAG athletes wining the Top Points
award. Well done Dennise and the girls!

Finally we have a few fundraisers in Term 4 which are
important ways for us to support our programmes.
The first is a 'Juicies' fundraiser which will help with
equipment repairs, and our annual Gym-a-thon is an
opportunity for us to support our Diverse-ability
Programme athletes. Thanks in advance families for
getting in behind these initiatives and support our
athletes.



OUR PEOPLE
Logan Bow
In this UPdate we had a chat with Logan Bow, one of our Senior MAG gymnasts. Logan has been a
member of Tri Star since he was a preschooler and is now a chronic over-achiever!

How long have you been involved with Tri Star and how did you get
started?

I have been involved for 15+ years and started as a playgym kid. I was
always following my older sister who was in the competitive programme
and over time it just became a passion for me.

What are you up to with gymnastics now and hoping to achieve in the
coming year?

I'm a senior open gymnast and my goal this year is to learn how to be
more comfortable competing against high level gymnasts i.e. my coach
(Misha)! It is a bit of an adjustment to compete against people that you
have looked up to as a junior!

You also have a busy life outside of gym - tell us about that?

I am a first year architecture student so that's busy! I'm also an artist using
graphite pencil and now acrylic paint, Since starting architecture my art
has a more abstract / sculptural approach and I'm starting to play with
different materials. Pretty soon the 'Athlete Nook' will have some font
design set in mirrored plastics that I have created. I sell my art through
galleries, exhibitions and recently showed some pieces at Art in the Park
(Mt Eden). You can check out some of my work @loganbowart. I also find
time to vacuum the big gym to help out a bit!

How can young athletes juggle 'all the things' like you seem to do so
well?

It's very hard to do what I do and definitely not for everyone. I always test
my limits to see what I can create, or manage. I'm really trying to create
opportunities for myself in both art and gymnastics and that requires
innovation, time and focus. To perform at such a high level you have to be
prepared. I need to carve out time to mentally prepare for training but I
also find that my art creates a good counterbalance to gym. Both are
challenging but they each require different energy. I would say matching
your activity to your energy levels is important for finding your balance.



An uninterrupted Term 3 in the competitive
programme has seen our athletes get the long
over due offseason they have been hanging
out for (dad joke!) Across all programmes
there has been an exponential increase in
social media posts from athletes who are
learning new skills, and enjoying some stress
free time in the gym so I figure It's been a fund
term.

In term 3 we were finally able to have an in-
person Competition Awards Night. There
were awards for all our competitive groups,
guest speaker and Olympic Weightlifter Richie
Patterson (who was awesome), delicious food
and a disco for the athletes to show off their
moves! If you didn't attend this year you really
did missed out! A special congratulations to
Eras Viljoen who was our Ko Tatou (this is us)
award winner for being an example to all our
athletes with his dedication, respectful
conduct and commitment to team.

C O M P E T I T I V E

Calendar

31/10-17/11                  'Juicies' fundraiser
19-20/11                        360 Regional - Counties Manukau
26/11                               Club Display
5-9/12                             Gym-a-thon
12-16/12                        Skills testing (provisional athletes)
19/12 - 15/1                  Holidays for all Squad groups, WAG 1-3, MAG 1-3, 
19/12 - 8/1                    Holidays for all WAG 4-6, MAG 4-6, All TRA, TUM, DMT groups
24/12-8/1                      Holidays for all WAG 7+, MAG 7 / U16 +

Our trampoline programme had an early Christmas present with the arrival of the new Double Mini
Trampoline. This is a skinny trampoline place at the end of the vault run up and our athletes do a trick on
the tramp before then flipping and twisting off the end. It's awesome to watch and with the new DMT the
athletes are really flying (mostly straight!)



It's been a busy post-season at Tristar with our athletes eyeing up skills for next season, for most
gymnasts this is the most exciting time of the year! Some notable upgrades from the boys in these last
couple months include Syoma Ruban, Nate Gore and Liam Bowles learning circles on the handles, as well
as taking their half turns on high bar past handstand which is a big step toward the 'blind change', a skill
used universally to switch from backward to forward giants.

On the topic of pommel horse, our young level 1 gymnasts will have begun their circle development,
starting from just a quarter of a circle and progressing through each further quarter, our goal is to do one
complete revolution for level 2. Remember to keep your body straight throughout!

For our seniors, skill development is a slow process. Skills at this level can take years to learn, however
there are always improvements that can be made to existing skills for a better score than last time. Just a
few of the big upgrades on the way include the 'laid out Tkachev' on high bar from Sam Dick, a 'D value
flop' on pommel horse from Will Fu-Allena '1080 Russian wendeswing' on pommel from John Ryan
valued at a D, and finally a 'Tsukahara full twist' in the layout position from Eras Viljoen. Good luck guys!

n term 3 there were Squad 360 selections and Tri Star had 4 athletes gain selection to the national MAG
development pathway: Janko Viljoen (Excel 2), Eras Viljoen (Future), Ben Stein & Logan Bow Snr
Challenger. Congrats boys.

Hard worker award - Jack Carter is moving to level 1 next season after less than a year in the
competitive space. Jack has learnt many skills over the last months, performed with excellence in the
novice competitions and has significantly improved his flexibility (I have a feeling Jack is doing some
extra work at home!). Great job Jack and keep it up.

Gong Award - Marley Coburn has learnt the Moy to support on parallel bars so fast that even our most
experienced senior members were taken aback! This skill carries a C difficulty and Marley truly surprised
all when he caught it unexpectedly on his first try doing it from handstand! Performing the skill from
handstand requires immense grip of the bar, well done Marley!

Coach Misha - MAG Lead

Mens Artist ic



The WAG programme athletes are totally smashing it this term! Naturally there are new skills on the go
but there is also a really awesome training vibe at the moment which is great to be a part of. Everyone is
excited to be in the gym and the energy is high!

In term 3 our senior girls were really pushing hard in new skills and it was great to see Bobbi get her
double on FX, Georgia make good progress with her Pac and Grace learn whip + double back (wow)!
These girls + Poppi have ben findraising for their Hawaii trip in January and thanks to all the members
who have been supporting their efforts.

At the end of Term 3 we hosted our annual Spring Camp for senior competitive athletes with this event
attracting more athletes from around the country than we have seen in recent years. Hayley Storey (our
former WAG Coordinator) brought her girls up from Dunedin and it was great to have her in the gym
with us, and to see the athletes working so hard. With guest speaker Amanda Hardacker and a nutrition
workshop there was some quality education alongside the training programme. The return of the 'sleep'
over, meant that this years Spring Camp was also a great opportunity for athletes and coaches to hang
out informally and build friendships. 

Gong Award: Bobbi Brown for getting her double on FX

Tough Chick Award: Frankie Jacobsen for always bringing her best to training and aiming high.

Womens Artistic



Trampoline
& Tumble

Kia Ora team, My name's Emily and it's been wonderful
to join the Tristar team this past term as the competitive
trampoline coach. It's been a blast to get to know all the
trampoline athletes over the past 10 weeks and to
celebrate the hard work they had put in over the
competition season. Special congrats to our two national
champions; Marlowe 10+u DMT and Ollie 17+ TRA!

Everyone across Trampoline and Tumble have been
working hard during term 3 to work on fine tuning old
skills, working on new skills, as well as tackling brand
new set routines for next season. I've been really
impressed with how quickly everyone has taken
feedback on board and adapting to more changes with
their coaches - hopefully this is the end of all the
changes 

After months of waiting, our new Double Mini
Trampoline has arrived! This has gone down a treat with
the trampoline team! A massive thankyou to all those
who worked behind the scenes to get this trampoline for
us and once again, a big thankyou to Counties Manukau
for lending us one of their Double minis to allow us to
start competing DMT this year.

Keep smiling, having fun and I can't wait to see what
awesome stuff everyone learns over term 4

Coach Emily - Trampoline Lead



Squad
Squad is the new competitive pathway at Tri Star. Squad athletes train a little less than our other
competitive classes (so they also enjoy other activities), compete in Novice Competitions and have a
load of fun! 

Term 3 has been jam packed for our athletes, having a successful competition season attending events
all around the Auckland region. 
We have seen lots of podium finishes and athletes improving their scores and results as the term has
gone by which is a great indication that our athletes are tracking well. 

A big congratulations to all athletes who also received an award at our Awards night, we look forward
to seeing more faces at next years event! 

A special mention to our senior Level 6 athletes who competed at the first New Zealand Club
Challenge and took out the Top Points Award, their hard work has definitely been highlighted and
resulted in fantastic results. 

Moving into term 4, we are transitioning our 2-3 day classes to be called 'Squad' and it now sits under
the Competitive programme. This is now separate to Novice Comp which will now be a 1 day
programme and remain within the GfA programme. Both pathways will compete at Novice
Competitions.

I am looking forward to seeing new faces in the Squad programme in the new term and want to thank
all our coaches and families for their massive efforts so far this year. 

Coach Dennise - Squad Lead



Term 3 was a busy term for our GfA programme. Our GfA memership lifted to over 1250 athletes across
the various classes and the facility was buzzing with activity. All of our classes have been working on new
skills and progressions and our coaches have seen great improvements

We finished the term on a fantastic note with more than 200 of our GFA kids taking part in our annual
TriStar Gymfest.  This year we had a carnival theme and it was great to see so many kids rocking their
Black and Fluro green t-shirts and even more exciting to see some athletes dressing up as circus-folk! We
had face painting, popcorn, judges in clown wigs and everyone received their own Tri Star medal. Thanks
to Luke, Kerri and the team for pulling together such a fun event for our athletes.

There was no rest for the coaches these holidays with a full holiday programme (some days had over 100
kids attending). We were also treated to a special visit from the Ollerup Team all the way from Denmark.  
Ollerup is a recerational gymnastics school for coaches and athletes where the philosophy of gymnastics
as a life development tool is taught. They took our holiday programme children thorugh dance, games,
team activities and challenges and did an amazing dance and tumble performance - what a treat for us!

Coach Gillian - GfA Manager

GYMNASTICS 
FOR ALL

Calendar

31/10-17/11       'Juicies' fundraiser
26/11                     Club Display
5-9/12                    Gym-a-thon
12/12                     Holiday Programme starts
19/12                     First day of GfA Christmas Break
23/12                     Last day of Holiday Programme 2022
9/1                          Holiday Programme resumes in 2023
7/2                          Start of all GfA Term 1 classes



Term 3 was one of our busiest terms in a long time for preschool with a whopping 384 little
athletes participating across gym tots, play gym, and play gym plus classes. You may have seen
some new faces coaching your classes this term due to increased numbers, a big thanks to these
coaches for taking on the extra hours. 

Throughout the term we’ve been working hard on our landing shapes, bunny hops, handstands,
forward rolls, and a whole bunch of fancy tricks. It has been great seeing everyone progress
throughout the year so far, with some new athletes being invited into our new play gym plus
extension class.  

For everyone’s hard work, they were rewarded with a fancy certificate at the end of term, with
lots of smiles and photos being taken. I’d also like to wish all our newly school aged gymnasts
luck at school this term, and while it’s been great to have you all in play gym plus, I’m sure you’ll
have lots of fun in your new big kids’ afterschool gym classes. 

Thanks for a great term everyone!

Coach Ryan - Pre School Lead

Preschool



Kia ora!

What a busy term for GFA! Unfortunately, we started the term
with quite a bit of sickness in our coaching staff, which resulted
in some quick problem solving from the team and combining
some classes. Thank you for bearing with us during this time. 

The kids across all GfA classes continued to work hard
throughout the term to prepare for their big event, Tri Star
GymFest, which was held on the 2nd October. We had a great
turn out and saw some awesome gymnastics (and cool carnival
costumes)!

We look forward to seeing you all back in Term 4 where we will
be focusing on new skills and preparing for the end of year
display. Save the date 26 November!

Coach Morgan - GfA Lead

Afterschool

Diverse-abi l ity  It's been a super term for our Diverse-ability athletes. Skills
are quickly upgrading amongst all our stars. We would like to
thank their awesome adults for supporting their progress
with us. 

We wrapped up this term with some of our teen girls
competing in Novice competition and blowing me away with
their skills and confidence. Well done girls - it was awesome
to see you show of your hard earned routines.

We also participated in the Halberg Games this term which
was awesome as always. This is a gathering of multiple
sports who deliver to athletes with disabilities and is a great
place for Tri Star to introduce more children to the amazing
sport of gymnastics.  Well done to our athletes who
participated.

We added more opportunities these holidays for our diverse
athletes and the community. Introducing private sessions for
new members to give gymnastics a go, small group sessions
for some of our current athletes to build relationships as well
as their gymnastics skills and our always popular open
sessions. DGym was where it's at these holidays.

Coach Catherine - DGym Lead



New Screening
This term we conducted our bi-annual testing in the competitive programme. This term we
added some additional assessments in line with our Competitive Athlete Plan. We have now
included screening for RED-S (relative energy deficiency syndrome ... basically do our athletes
have enough energy to do all the things) and medical screening. This monitoring helps us to
better measure the impact of training load on our athletes so we can make informed decisions
and so coaches can tailor the gymnasts programmes well.

Athlete's Survey
We also conducted our second annual athlete survey at this time to get feedback from the gym
floor. While we are still collating the feedback it appears that our athletes are largely enjoying
their experience here at Tri Star and the efforts everyone is making to improve their experience.
Some of the initiatives we have actioned this year have come directly from the 2021 Athlete
Survey including The Kotatou Awards, Athlete Nook, Homework Room and Mental Skills
training. 

Athlete Nook
You may have noticed an area at the top of the stairs with cool new bean bags. This area is the
new Athlete Nook and is a place for competitive athletes to chill our before or after their class.
Our comp athletes dedicate so much of their time to training here at Keith Hay Park  it seems
only fitting to give them a comfortable little space of their own. Enjoy! Just a reminder that the
Homework Room (meeting room) is also at the top of the stairs directly opposite the Athlete
Nook and is open from 3:30-5:00pm every afternoon except Wednesday. Now that we have
guest wifi athletes can log on and make the most of any down time they may have before
training starts.
 

Athlete Representatives
Grace Wellington and William Fu Allen, two of our Athlete Leaders have been appointed Athlete
Representatives to our Board of Directors. Grace and Will will speak directly to our board at the
end of each term reviewing the activity on the gym floor and giving our athletes a direct voice in
our governance space. 

ATHLETE NOOK
A corner where we find out what are our athletes up to?



One of our strategic targets is to create great coaches from the ground up. We recognise that to improve
the outcomes for our athletes we need to invest in their coaches. Our coaches do so much more than
teach flips and we are taking steps to help them in their journey.

Buddy Coaching
Tri Star has a buddy coaching programme. Buddy coaches are usually between 14-16 years old and
have little to no coaching experience. Many of our buddy coaches have come from our programmes
and we have had buddy coaches from both the Competitive and GfA programmes ... so any one can do
it. In this programme  coaches volunteer their time for a term and are partnered with an experienced
coach. They learn how to coach different gymnastics techniques, how to spot safely, how to
communicate and organise effectively and how to make a positive impact on the kids they are working
with. After a term if they are able to work with their own group our new coaches are able to access
Gymnastics New Zealand coaching opportunities and be paid for their time. Most of our buddy
coaches start in either GfA or Holiday Programme which are great environments to learn how to
project your voice! Our buddy coaches are the beginning of our coaching pathway so if you are
interested please get in touch!

Coach education
All of our coaches are able to access the GNZ coach education pathway which we fully fund. This
pathway provides theoretical, practical and supervised development for coaches. They can work
through the courses (which are often weekend long + assignments and supervised hours), which then
gives them opportunities to work in a wider range of programmes. The highest level coaches can
participate in FIG (federation of international gymnastics) Academy's.

In-Gym support
Most coach development happens on the job with real bodies and personalities! Both our GfA and
Competitive programmes have coaches allocated to support junior coaches in the training setting. This
strategy helps coaches adapt to the athletes they are working with and to fill in any gaps in learning ...
no two bodies are the same! Our 'floating coaches' are also available to answer questions, assist if a
coach needs help, connect with parents and on occasion cover for absentees.

Meetings / Supplementary education
Many of our Competitive and GfA staff meet weekly to cover programme activity but also to talk
through up to date information from sources such as Gymnastics New Zealand, Sport New Zealand,
Shift Movement Science and other educational sources. Effective coaches understand what is going on
developmentally for the athletes they are coaching. We have an Age and Stage resource that we
reference regularly to help coaches better understand how to teach and support their athletes.

Employee Wellbeing allowance
While it is a load of fun, coaching is a challenging job. Our staff who work more than 20 hours / week
are entitled to a yearly allowance that they can spend on anything (within reason) that helps promote
their own wellbeing. It could go towards a bike, a gym membrship, massages after a stressful
competition ... it's up to them! Our coaches are one of our gratest assets so we need to take care of
them.

FOCUS



What our members (who no longer flip) are up to and opportunities for them to stay connected the Tri
Star community

ALUMNI
Term 3 saw a storm of activity in the Auckland Schools
Gymnastics space with our champion of GfA and life
member Dido Gotz at the helm. Hundreds of kids
enjoyed the two zone competitions held at Tri Star,
followed by the Champ of Champs event. It is clear
that gymnastics is needed and enjoyed in the school
setting and these events keep our sport in the spot
light. Many thanks to the Tri Star Staff and members
who pitched in / were coerced to help Dido run these
events! Many of our club athletes also participated and
were able to show their class mates how hard our sport
is ... and how awesome they are! Well done Dido for
keeping this space thriving!

Martin Gotz was also able to make it to our Awards
Night where he was presented (in person) the Legacy
Award he received for service to Tri Star in 2021. He
literally built the gym more than 35 years ago and has
left a long lasting mark on our club activity and it's
people. Thanks Martin for all you have given to our
community.

W h o  d o e s n ' t  l o v e  a  c u t e
b a b y  p i c !

While a little over due it is lovely to be able to
celebrate two new additions to the Tri Star family. 

Patrick (Peng) and Amy have welcomed baby
Jordan (top pic) who is now 3 months old and
Mnthali (Price) and Hamish have been enjoying
baby Jordan (bottom pic) for the last 7 months.
Both Patrick and Mnthali are a part of our Athlete
Wellbeing Advisory Group.

Congrats & we'll see you at play gym soon ;0) !


